New 8140 Harvester

After extensive research and grower input, Oxbo is excited to introduce the new 8140 to our berry harvester line. The new 8140 shares many of the popular features of our model 8040, with the addition of a 4-wheel platform to tackle tough, muddy field conditions.

You asked for it; Oxbo listened!

- **NEW! Four Wheel, Single Drop Harvester**: Four-wheel design with standard Big Foot tires and posi-traction delivers increased performance in wet and challenging field conditions.

- **NEW! Wide Picking Tunnel**: The new tunnel and head design is 6 inches wider than the 8040, allowing the 8140 to pick larger, more mature blueberry plants.

- **NEW! Longer Catchers**: The new design is wider between the catcher rails to accommodate wide mound widths and larger blueberry bases. This new design delivers excellent fruit retention.

- **NEW! Cruise Control**: Set the cruise control and the harvester will maintain your set speed. It even resumes your speed when you enter a new row.

- **NEW! Optional Auto Height Function**: Operator can set a ground height and the machine will maintain it throughout the row.

- **NEW! Kohler Engine**: Emission compliant, reliable Tier 4 final engine.

- **High-Resolution Color Display**: New display screen simplifies the dash layout for a clean, uncluttered look with all the major harvester settings in one location.

- **Total Control Joystick**: Improves the operator experience putting all major harvester adjustments at your fingertips.

- **Auto-Steer**: Improved auto-steer includes an on-screen display and four waterproof sensors for accuracy and reliability.